
Gallery board with stand

Short description: A great combined product offering for your customers

Long description: Available to order in a wide range of sizes, our gallery board stands
are perfect for showcasing contemporary artwork or even using as
table number holders for weddings. 

Your photograph or image is Giclée printed onto a watercolour
textured art board, creating a beautiful and professional finish, with
the look and feel of an original piece.

Each print is supplied with a hand-crafted wooden picture stand,
made in the UK from solid, oiled oak. With clean elegant lines the
design is timeless and simple, to complement any desk or
mantelpiece. 

Our picture stands are available with two size width bases, 9cm / 3.5"
and 16.5cm / 6.5", supplied with a range of prints up to 36cm / 14" in
height. The base groove is compatible with a number of other printed
materials - from postcards to greeting cards - should your customer
wish to change their artwork in the future.

Features: - Giclée printed gallery art print on a 2.4mm textured art board
- Supplied with a handmade wooden picture stand
- Base stand is available in two widths, supporting prints in up to 8
different sizes
- Great opportunity to offer a package deal to shoppers

Wholesale price: From £6.50

SKU prefix: GLOBAL-BOARD

Manufacturing time: 72h

Manufacturing locations: UK EU US

Sizes: 4x6" to 11x14" with a 3.5" or 6.5" stand

Product materials: 4-ply textured board, Wood

Printing method: Giclée

Image requirements: jpg, 300dpi recommended

Packaging: All shipments are white-label, with no Prodigi branding on the outer
packaging or on any included paperwork.

- Rigid, corrugated cardboard boxes made from recycled materials.
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